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Abstract
Zaller examines the environmental policy items included in the 1991 Pilot Study. Zaller
first tests the performance of the traditional environmentalist feeling thermometer against
experimental thermometers, which use alternate item wording. He finds that the
traditional measure, though not perfect, performs about as well as the alternatives. Zaller
argues that the traditional measure should be retained on the grounds of simplicity and
historical continuity. The Pilot Study also contained three experimental items concerning
attitudes on environmental issues. Zaller finds that people's attitudes towards such issues
carry relatively little political power. In particular, they are not substantially related to
important dependent variables, such as presidential evaluations. This lack of importance,
however, may be an artifact of the low salience of environmental issues at the time of the
Pilot Study. Zaller suggests including the environmental items in future survey efforts if
it is believed that environmental concerns are an "emerging issue."
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I'm going to read a 11st or possible foreign policy goals that the United

States might have. For each one, please say whether you think that It
should be a very lrnponant foreign goal, a somewhat important goal, or
not an Important foreign policy goal at all?
.... preventing the spread of nuclear weapons
.... reducing environmental ponutlon around the world
An item from the 1990 survey on anti-pollution regulation.
Each of the three criterion variables was regressed on a set of variables containing
one of the three alternative forms of the feeling thermometer. The resulting nine
regressions are shown In Table 1. As can be seen, the traditional feeling thermometer on
environmentalists and the Board's 1990 substitute do about equally good jobs of
explaining support for anti-pollution regulations and for reducing world pollution. The
feeling thermometer on people who oppose nuclear power, meanwhile, works poor1y In
predicting attitudes toward regulation of polluters and reduction of world pollution, but
It Is not measuring nothing: It does correlate with concern about nuclear weapons.
These results do not demonstrate that interviewers' concern about the traditional
Item on environmentalists is misplaced; they show only that neither of the alternative
forms used on the Pilot does better than the tradltlonal form as a predictor of concern
about the environment. If the alternative items are also dubious, as they may be, their
failure to outperform the traditional form may represent a very lukewarm endorsement
of the traditional form. But, at the same time. the standard Item did outperform two
questions that were attempts at Improvement. which suggests some validity.
The interviewers' basic point was that •envlronmenr Is an obscure word that many
respondents fail to understand. If the Interviewers are right about this, the two forms of
the feeling thermometer that use the word environment should do especially badly among
poorly Informed respondents. But as Table 2 shows, this was not the case. Bivariate
correlations between the three feellngs thermometers, on one side, and a pollution Item,
on the other, are lower among low information respondents than among high Information
respondents -- but not to a suspicious degree. Such correlations are often lower among
less Informed informed respondents, and the faU-off in this case Is not so large as to
arouse suspicion that the environment thermometer ls unusually weak.
Additional evidence that the traditional feeling thermometer on environmentalists is
within the range of normal performance Is provided by the following comparisons with
other feeling thermometers. As can be seen, the traditional feeling thermometer on
environmentalists produces fewer don't know ratings than the feenng thermometers on
liberals, conservatives, Democrats and Republicans; It also produces fewer ratings of
50 degrees {which is sometimes taken as the moral equivalent of don't know) than do the
comparison thermometers.
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Environmentalists
People working to protect the environment
People who oppose the use of nuclear power
Blacks
Women's movement
Liberals
Conservatives
Democrats
Republicans
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